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Board: USF
must comply
on pollution

Oracle photo by Sieve Brier

USF General Counsel Larry Robinson
... argues that
1

USF

is meeting the

state pollution compliance schedule.

Experience Europe' via
summer caravan tour

As June approaches, seniors
face the decision or what to do
arter graduation.
This series by Oracle starr
writers examine~ various alternatives open to the graduating
senior. Thi' first article focuses
on foreign travel.
BY DIANNE STEPHAN IS
Oracle Staff Writer
By the very nature of the work
which resulted in it, graduation
from college calls for some form

See column, Page 14
of celebration. Depending on the
student's financial resources and
the lime element. this celebration
could take the form of a big
night out or a trip around the
world.
Assuming the average student
has both limited time and budget
(so much for the trip around the
world 1 l a shor~ and inexpensive
trip to Europe would satisfy Lhe
quest for adventure without

putting too much strain on the
bank account.
YOUTH FARES are scheduled
to be phased out by June, 1974 so
this is the last summer season to
take advantage of cheap rates for
youthful travelers .
Donna Troutman of American
Overseas Travel says most
students seeking assistance with
travel plans in the commpany's
building offi ce want to go to
('on tinned on page

I~

BY RICHARD URBAN
Oracle Staff Writer
Despite arguments by USF
General Counsel Larry Robinson
that Physical Plant's steam
boiler is not an air polluter , the
Hillsborough County Pollut.ion
Control Board still expects USF
to meet the state pollution
compliance schedule.
Appearing before the Board in
public hearings yesterday ,
the
defended
Robinson
University's position that they
are already meeting the state
schedule .
USF WAS CITED with five
other area polluters in hearings
yesterday for excessive emmission of air pollutants.
"They WSF) aren 't pulling the
wool over anyone 's eyes," Roger
Stewart, Hillsborough County
Pollution Control Board chairman, said after the hearing.
' 'Their testimony carried no
weight and didn ' t convince
anyone of anything."
Stewart said the Control Board
will continue to monitor emission
levels at Physical Plant insuring
compliancP with state schedules.
ONE MIX-UP WAS caused by
an error by the Pollution Control
Board that a steam generator in
the Physcal Plant was being used
to generate electricity . Robinson
said it was merely a back-up
system for the heating and air
conditioning system .

"We have a natural gas system
for heating and air conditioning,
and that is not the fuel that
causes pollution," Robinson said.
However , the contract for
natural gas is on an interruptable
basis, meaning the gas compc>ny
can interrupt service at any time.
"WE NEED something to take
up the slack if we are shut off,"
Robinson said.
The alternate system uses oil
and emits sulpher dioxide, a
major concern of the Control
Board.
Robinson also said an additive
was being used which combines
sulpher with magnesium and
oxygen - yielding magnesium
sulphate , a non-pollutant because
it does not go into the air .
IN ADDITION, Robinson said
the steam boiler has been used
less than ten days in the last three
years, including time when the
back-up system is turned on for
maintenance checks.
However, Stewart disagreed
with Robinson's argument.
"I know of no additive that
reduces air pollution to the point
required by the state law ,"
Stewart said
The only thing established at
the hearings was a clarification
changing classification of the
steam boiler from an electricity
generator to back-up system ,
Stewart said.

,,- r

Beard may authorize
bust povvers fo r UP
Selected University poli cemen niay soon be given tlw ri 1~ hl lo 111 ake
a rrests an ywhere in Hill s borough Count y, "a t the di scretio11 of til e
sheriff ," a ccording to Uni vers ity Poli ce ( UP l Chief .Jack l'rd1k .
" It. will a ll depend on the limita tion s li sted 011 tlw comrni ss io11 thf'
Sheriff issues," Prehl c said . Th e corn mi ss ion is expecll'd to authori ze
UP a s " s pecial deputi es in and for llill s borough County ...
THE COM M!SSlONS will g iv e UP authority to direct traffi c al lhc
inter sec ti on of 30th and 1:11 st. s tr,~e t s. PrchlP said hi s nffir('rs do 1101
now have jurisdiction in off-ca mpus intersections .
P rc hle s<1id he is studying res ults of a traffi c study just conipl('t cd by
Engineering Associate 1-'rot. John Franqucs' transport at ion class.
Malcolm
He will forward hi s recommendations to Sh eriff
Beard r egarding tim es and number of men needed in the int ersection
on the ba sis of survey results.
He s<1id he will probably reques t eight men be cornrniss iorH'd and
scheduled to operate on a rotating basis. However , thf' final a ssign ments will be decided by the Sheriff 's office, he said .
·~·-
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Accidents at 30th and 131st streets
:::::::::·:::::

.. -may dcl' rcasc if llnlvcrslty Policemen are a\lthorized to direct traffic there.
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Palest inians invade Leban on

BEIRUT <UPll -- A Syrianbacked force of 2,000 Palestinian
Guerrillas invaded Lebanon late
Thursday and engaged Lebanese
Army units in heavy combat six
miles from the border, military
sources said. The attack came
after two days of fighting between the army and Lebanese
guerrillas in and around Beirut.

War money
WASHINGTON <UPil -- A
Pentagon tM_ue~ffor';more funds
to carry on tlie bombing of
Cambodia advanced in Congress
Thursday over si:iftprotests from
Democratic policy-inakers that it
was a blank check for the war.
The House Appropriations
Committee voted $430 million in
"transfer authority" to permit
the Defens. Department to juggle
its books to pay for unexpected
costs of the Indochina war. A
move to block the provision was
defeated 31 to 14 in the first
legislative test of President
Nixon's cease-fire policies.

Hot and cold
LONDON <UPI> -- Diplomatic
sources · said Thursday that
China, irked by Moscow's failure
to offer any concessions in the
Si.no-Sovi~t border controversy,
has rebuffed recent East
European attempts to bridge
differences with the Soviet Union .

The sources said Peking's anti Soviet stance has in fact hardened while the Chinese
leadership is steadily improving
relations with the rest of the
world , including the United
States and Japan , its chief foes of
earli~r days.

Crucial testimony
LOS ANGELES <UPI ) -- Secret
testimony by E. Howard Hunt,

;,or Id:~~~

believed related to his burglary
of the office of Daniel Ellsberg 's
psychiatrist, was ordered turned
over Thursday to the judge of the
Pentagon Papers trial , who could
ma ke it public .

Balance struck
Seeking a balance of energy
environment
and
needs
protection, the Legislature
Thursday sent Gov . Reubin
Askew a bill giving the State
Pollution Control BQard power to
decide whether--and where--new
power plants can be built.
"This bill balances the need for
an abundant supply of low-cost
electricity with our desire to
protect the environment," said
·Rep. Guy Spicola, D-Tampa,
chairman of the House En~ironmental Protection Committee.

news
briefs

Working toward Askew budget
TALLAHASSEE <UPll--A right-on-the-mon.ey state budget of $1.92
billion was proposed Thursday night by three ways r.nrl means subcommittees as the full Senate committee prepared to pare it down
closer to what Gov. Reubin Askew recommended.
Sen. Bob Saunders, D-Gainesville, chairman of the full Ways and
Means Committee, said the proposals from va.rious state agencies
totaled about $97 million more than the Governor recommended for
fiscal year 1974.
Estimated state revenue for the coming fiscal year is $1.948.3 billion,
and Askew intends to repeal $27 million in taxes--$17 million in
property tax cutbacks and a $10 million dip in the intangibles tax on
stocks, bonds and bank savings--so the net revenue would be about
$1.921.3 billion.

the tuna .
Shaw said the tuna was
Chicken of the Sea brand
manufactured by the Ralston
Purina Co. It has been removed
from the shelves of . all Quad
Cities a rea stores in lllinois and
Iowa , he said, and a national
callh1ck is heing considererl.
In ·St. Louis , a spokesman for
Co ..
the Ralston Purina

what's right for the young people
they serve to decide how to spend
their share of state 'education
money to achieve that," said
Rep. Kenneth MacKay , D-Ocala,
floor manager of the bill.

Waters recede, damages rise
TALLAHASSEE <UPil -The State Department of Transportation
says preliminary estimates of flood damage from the Suwanee River
basin to state roads is $250,000 with more expected when the standing
water recedes .

AN ALTERNATIVE

today's

LAMA KCBA

world

DOS

{;:{

The House Governmental
Operations Committee voted for
a . "Little Federal Trade Commission" bill Thursday with
enforcement powers vested in the
Commissioner,
Agriculture
rather than in the Attorney
General's Office as requested by
Gov. Reubin Askew.
Committee Chairman Kenneth
H. . MacKay Jr ., .D-Ocala, com. plained that his committee was
"crippling" the bill by shifting
the enforcement authority from
Attorney General Robert L.
Shevin and giving it to
Agriculture Commissioner Doyle
E . Conner .

The sponsor of a constitutional
amendment abolishing the
Lieutenant Governor's office
conceded Thursday that he does
not .presently have the 30 votes
needed to put the question to a
special election next october.

TALLAHASSEE <UPI) - State Rep . Earl Dixon announced that he
is switching from the Republican to the Democratic Party Thursday
and hinted that others are contemplaing a similar change.
The switch changed the political make-up of the House to 78
Democrats and 42 .Republicans .
Dixon, who has . sho:wn an interest in running for mayor of
Jacksonville, did not deny th~t future political aspirations figured in
his decision. But the big factor, he said, was a feeling he could serve
all of the people "far more effectively" as a Democrat.

Urbanites anti-agrict:!ture

'Little FTC'

Not enough

GOP loses to Demos

producers of the tuna , began a
GAINESVILLE (l!Pll - State Rep . Wayne Mixson, chairman of
" voluntary" recall of an ·unthe House Agriculture Committee, told Florida cattlemen Thursday
disclosed .. number of cans of
there is an anti-agriculture attitude in the Legislature and among the
" Chicken of the Sea" as a
general public .
" precautionary measure."
Speaking to about 500 persons attending the opening session of the
There was no r1mfirmation of
22nd Annual Beef Cattle Sho:·t Course at the University of Florida ,
the connection between the death
Mixson, D-Marianna, criti ~iced "punitive legislation against
and the salad containing the
in an urban legislawre that has no more than a half dozen
agriculture
Rock
product,
Ralston Purina
it ."
in
armers
I
Island County Coroner James
..•••••••••••••••••••••••••
Shaw said .

$67 .00-$90.00 per' month. That should be less
than even a dormitory.

LOW COST

{;:{WALK TU lJSF

We are located l block from USF. You
don't need a car to get to classes if you
live at La Mancha Dos.

{;:{PRIVACY

Bedroom-study to yourself. Sleep when ·
you want, study when you want, decorate
and use as you want.
Fully equipped all-electric kitchen,
separate dining room spacious living
room two full bathrooms, patios
courtyards.
overlooking beautiful

*ROOMINESS

{;:{PLUSHNESS

{;:{SOCIAL LIFE :

1034 W. Hillsborough
peacock alley

{;:{RECREATION

884·2054

13112 N. Florida Ave.

Education landmark
The House voted 101-19
Thursday for a "history-making''
bill that gives local educators
control over spending state
education funds .totalling $829
million next year and pl vvides
$218 ' million for school construction over the next four ·
years.
· "This bill gives local school
.!>_oards the flexibility to decide

Work crews at Greenville ,
Miss., began blocking off access
roads to the Mississippi levee as
the waterfront city braced for the
river 's new onslaught..

MIAMI <UPI) - Miami Police Chief Bernard Garmire says two
men could have attempted to tap police telephones at police
headquarters, but no evidence of wiretapping has been discovered .
He told reporters Wednesday an investigation has failed to determine the identity of two men allegedly surprised in a locked telephone
connection room at headquarters.

LEGISLATURE
Compiled By UPI
TALLAHASSEE---A working
draft of a bill to make substantial
exceptions to Florida's open
meeting law, including the
Governor and Cabinet while
handling their constitutional
duties, has been prepared for
submission to the Florida Law
Revision Council.
"I haven't even seen it,"
Chairman Wade Hopping , a
former state Supreme Court
Justice. said of the draft which
was distributed at the request of
former state Rep. Talbot <Sandy)
D'Alemberte.''

Flood problems
Th e cr est of th e swollen

Mississippi pushed past the great
river 's confluence with the Ohio
River Thursday and surged into
the lower Mis sissippi Valley
carrying new problems for the
water-logged south .

Miami probe fails to show wiretap

'Chicken of the Sea' suspected in womans death
ROCK ISLAND, Ill . <UPI) -- A
woman died Thursday 12 hours
after eating a tuna fish salad, and
Rock Island County Coroner
James Shaw said food poisoning
was "very strongly" . suspected .
Shaw said Mrs. Mildred Rodts,
52, Moline, Ill., was taken to
Sylvis Illini Hospital WP.clnesrl:w
night when she . became ·
violently ill an hour after eating

U.S. District Court Judge Matt
Byrne had told the prosecution
that if the government does not
dispel questions about whether
illegally obta ined evidence was
used against Ellsberg he would·
have no course other than to
dismiss the charges or declare a
mi strial.

The Oracle is the official student.edited newspaper of the University of South
Florida .and is published four times weekly, Tuesday through Frld•y, during the
academic year period September through mid-June; twice during the •cademlc YHr
period mid-June through August, by the University of South Florida, 4202 Fowler
Ave., Tampa, Fla. 33620.
Opinions expressed in The Oracle are those of the editors or of the writer and not
those of the University of South Florida . Address correspondence to Th• Oracle, LAN
472, Tampa, Fla., 33620
Secorid class postage paid at Tampa, Fla . The Oracle rHerves the right to
regulate the typographical tone of all advertisements and revise or tum away copy It
considers objectionable.
Programs, activities and facilities of the University of South Florid• are
available to all on a non-discriminatory basis, without regard to race, color, religion,
sex, age or national origin. The University Is an affirmative action Equal Op.
portunlty Employer .

*BEAUTY

Thick shag carpet wall- to-wall, classy Barcelona-style furniture , luxury accomodations
throughout.
Planned parties at least once a month , grills
for barbecuing in ear.h courtyard, all
residents young and single.
By next fall there will be two 2-story
recreation buildings, 3 pools, sauna,
bi 11 i a rd s , exercise rooms, tennis,
basketball, volleyball, pingpong, color
meditation room.
T. V. lounges,
flowers, shrubbery
Trees,
beauty outside. A place where the
outdoors can be enjoyed.

Reservations now being accepted for next fall
and for this summer. Reduced rates for signing
early. Specific apts. reserved on 1st come-

lst serve basis.

LA MANCHA DOS APTS
1 Block from USF on 42nd St.
Phone: 971-0100
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Prehle raps handbook criticisms
The faculty-student committee
currently reviewing a proposed
state security manual "doesn't
understand law enforcement,"
according to University Police
Chief Jack Preble.
"There are a lot of things
understand .
p·e ople don't
Laymen are not acquainted with
state statutes. Police officers
live with them and know a great
deal about them," said Preble.
Preble is currently reviewing
criticisms of the manual which
were submitted at Monday's
meeting of the USF ad-hoc
committee and said he found
'Some of them '"superfluous." He
said he has not yet had time to
review many of the comments.
Preble said when he, Paul
Urivich, police chief at
Univeri;ity of West Florida, and
John Smith, police chief at
Florida Technological University, .first proposed the manual,
they " never expected it to be
public domain."
"I originally thought the
Chancellor <State University
Chancellor Robert Mautz) was
going to approve it <the manual),
but now with everybody getting

into it, I don't know," Preble
commented.
Preble said he "would have to
wait and see what happened"
before deciding if it would be
good for the document to be
public.
Responding to committee
member Dr. Hans Juergensen
who criticized a sentence in the
manual which reads, "Individual
rights are frequently in opposition to the preservation of
order," Preble said it is a "good
statement."
"If I'm doing my thing and
don't bother anyone else, that's
okay," said Preble, but added

that this statement is to prevent
people from misusing rights.
Preble said he did not agree
with everything in the manual,
citing a statement which would
require an · ~ exchange of information" between UP and
Student Affairs. Preble said
most police records are confidential so he could not agree to
"an overall exchange."
The ad-hoc committee will
eontinue discussion of the manual
in a meeting Monday in UC 256 at
2 p.m. The public is welcome to
attend, according to chairman
Arnade.
Charles
Dr.

Parking violation a,p peala
system proposed by SG
- A new parking violation appeals system, providing an appeals board
with the authority to lower and void parlcing fines w~en justified ~
.SG.
~y
Mackey
Cecil
Pres.
USF
to
proposed
"Pres. Mackey can void tickets at will," SG Pres ..Bill Da\'is ~.
"We're asking him to delegate that authority to a responsible~."
MACKEY WAS not available for comment.
Davis said the proposed procedure is designed to "humamse a
mechanistic.
too
that's
process

The new procedure would require the appellant to D.OtifY. the
University Police Office of his or her intention to appeal the ti,cket
The appellant would in turn be notified fo the next meeting of the
Appeals Board.
Appeals to the Board could be made in writing or in person.
THE BOARD COULD void the citation if evidence presented proved
.
the appellant innocent of the charge.
Appeals Board members, appointed by the University President,
would include two students one staff, one faculty and one alumnus or
administrative and professional staff.
Board meetings would be scheduled as necessar;y with a mlnlmum
of one meeting per quarter.
''This will certainly take a lot of pressure off people in the secunty
department," Davis said .

Oracle plloto by Randy Lovely

Student James Hammond
••• confers with Pres. Mackey during Hotline

Hotline location changed;
only one student appears

MAZDA R01ANY fNGINl l!ClNSfD BY. NSU. WANKEL

· The Oracle incorrectly published the location of Pres. Cecil
Mackey's Hotline yesterday.
Only one student appeared for the rap session which was
held in FAH 274 instead of on the Education Mall as reported
in the Oracle.
Signs were placed in the Education Mall informing
students of the correct location of Hotline but Joe Busta
assistant to the President, said the signs were down by th~
time of the session.
The next Hotline session will be held May 22 on the
Education M~ll at 11 :30 a .m.

Mazda backs the
engine of the future
with a warranty from
the past. 24 months
or 24,000 miles.

The Oracle regrets the error .

Colombia study
interviews set
Students interested in spending
a quarter at the Universidad de
los Andes in Bogota . Colombia,
will be interviewed by a
representa tive from the C < ~ nll ~ r
for La tin Am e ric a n Studi !'s
I University of Florida J Monday
fr om 10 a. m. lo noon in the lob by
of the La nguage-Liter a t11r1:
Building.
This program is des igned lo
offer a li ving ex peri ence in th e
Spa ni s h langu a ge a nd th e
Co lom bi a n culture for sla te
university students .

postpones
Council
If the
discussion of the manual till the
next meeting, giving the · USF
group more time to ·review it, the
four said they will rejoin the
committee.
Mackey earlier agreed to
forward all of the comlilittee'a
remarks to the Chancellor aa
requested by the di11entlD1
students.

"This is a perfectly reasonable proposal that Pres. Mackev can
implement tomorrow," he said.
THE PARKING Ticket Appeals Board would eliminate the needf01·
persons appealing parking fines to take their tickets to the county aild
pay court costs .

Saga now
vending
operator
Installation of new vending
machines starts today, according
to John Lyndes, director of Saga
Food Service.
Saga is taking over the vending
concession from Automated
Merchandising, Inc., and will
begin service May 15.
"We are re-locating some of the
machines in some of the dorms,"
Lyndes said. "In Andros we will
move some of the machines from
the second floor down to the
lounge and in Alpha we will move
the machines into the lounge
instead of having them broken up
on various floors the way they are
now. In Gamma we will move the
machines to the first floor
stairwell.''
Lyndes said some new
machines will not be installed by
May 15 because of the time
complete
a
for
needed
changeover.
"We won't be hiring students to
service the machines until May
15, but we do need a few more
students to help install the
machines." Lyndes said.
"We are stocking only the top
ten candy choices at the present
time. Automatic Merchandising,
Inc . offered some items that just
weren't the best movers in the
Tampa Bay area." Lyndes added.
" Health foods won't be offered
initially because we will have to
run a survey with studenl c, to see
if that is what they want. The
high price of health fou< ;s is a
factor in determining their
availablity," he said.

Four of the five student
members resigned at the last
meeting, leaving Paula Cunningham the only remaining
student member. The other four,
Bill Davis, Fred Peterson, Roger
Storr and Valerie Wickstrom
said they will base their det:isions
on returning pending results of
today's Council of University
Presidents Meeting.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Sales letters
Catalog Sneets
Bulletins
Forms
Notices
Dire~! Mail
Instruction•
Data Sheets
Order Forms
Work Sheets

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

TWO LOCATIONS TO SE:VA~,:o~~ce:e;;:Rc
I

insty-pr5~:,'~""

"·"

Tampa , Flo . 336 17

Envetope1
letterheads
Circulars
Handbills
Post Ca;·ds
Brochures
House Organs ,.
Cost Sheets
Price lists
Resumes

I

1I

Stuffen

I
I
j

L______::~.:_··-·-·--·:.~2:_~-··--1

Ma zda 's mtory is the eng ine of the future. It's
dura ble and dependable. So w e con give the kind of good
.
old -fa shioned warranty you hardly find anymore.
Mazda warrants the basic rotary engine block and
its internal ports to be free of defects. with normal use
an d ma intenance. for 24 months or 24,000 miles, whichever occurs first, or Mazda will fi x it for free.
Mazda warrants the rest of the vehicle for 12 months.
or 12,000 miles, w hichever occurs f.irst.
So test dri ve a Mazda today.

MAZDA
CENTER
6333 North Dale
Mabry
Phone 877-8111
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If at first you
do n't succeed...
After taking two strikes,
mighty Robert Sechen is
swinging at a day care center
location for the third time.
The Oracle hopes he doesn't
strike out.
TWICE BEFORE, Sechen,
SG secretary of finance, has
made plans for a day care
center, only to see them shot
down due to legal hassels.
Whether the administr ation
threw him a curve on the legal
stuff is not known, but we hope
he doesn't get caught again
this time.
The present plan calls for a
center to be established off
campus at Woodcrest ApartYesterday at a
ments.
meeting, Dr. Joe Howell, vice
president for Student Affairs,
told Sechen he supported the
proposal and his office would
aid in finalizing negotiation s.
Such a center is sorely
needed by married students at
USF. They have no housing,
and currently no day care,
when both are badly ne~ded.
THE ORACLE hopes the day
care center is a beginning of
married student support, and
not viewed as the last nail in

Brahman
•
nine are
winn ers'
1

Congratl.!alions to the Golden Brahman baseball team on yesterday's 8-5
win over University of Tampa,
wrapping up a very successful 23-16
baseball season.
The team lost as many games as last
y.~ar, but played and won five additional contests, improving their
record . This year's performance is
especially good, considering the
marginal fi11ancing they received from
the University.
STl.iD~NTSwho found time to watch
any of the 29 home games saw a well
trained, run-scoring offence, but a
pourous defence with fair pitching.
Injuries took their toll towards the end
of the season, but did not hurt the team
as much as their skimpy recruiting
budget did.
Several top-ranked teams visited
USF, providing some of the best college
baseball available anywhere during the
season.
Coach Beefy Wright did a fine job. He
and all his players should be proud of
their fine effort.

the coffin. If Sechen is successful with his negotiation s
with Woodcrest , hopefully it
were serve as an example for
the administra tion to pursue in
looking off campus for married
student housing,
Sechen is to be congratula ted
for his perseveran ce. He has
been working on this project for
almost a year. We hope that
this time his work bears fruit,
and a day care center becomes
a reality.
The Oracle feels the administrat ion should commit
whatever financial support is
needed to get the center
establishe d, and keep it
operating.
This public document was
promulgated at an ~nnual cost of
$147,208.42 or Ile per copy, to
disseminate news to the students.
staff and faculty of the University
of South Florida. <Forty per cent
of the per issue cost is offset by
ad\'ertising revenue.)

"Watergat e, Nixon, Inflation,
Indochina,

Nixon,

Nixon,

ITT, Nixon ... "

-Foreman wro te letter, not wor kers
Editor
My name is Larry Jackson.
Yesterday The Oracle printed 3 letter
submitted by Ray Davis of the USF
Maintenance Dept. in which M :. Davis
voiced his opinion concerning recent
"attacks" on Physical Plant. It was his
opinion that the eleven men interviewed by The Oracle did not
present their grievences to his
satisfaction, that eleven men were not
enough of the Maintenance Dept.
personnel to project a general attitiude
of morale of that department, and that
one member of "The Magnificent
Eleven" had only been with USF
Maintenance for three years and was
not qualified to "speak so loudly and
long about our problems ." He further
stated that he did not wish the
University Community to think that the
three year employc spoke in his
behalf.
I am the three year employe which
Mr. Davis malr.es reference to . This is
my answer to him .
Of the eleven men interviewed, there
were many men of that number who
have been here as long or longer than
Mr. Davis. There were also at least
twelve other men who had intended to
be at the meeting, but were absent
because of personal reasons. Who is
Mr. Davis to think that his single
opinion so heavily outweighs ttiose of so
many men?
Mr. Davis also expressed his
displeasure that I spoke for him. This
statement is an absurdity . Neither
myself of the olher men said anything
in Mr . Davis' behalf. He is a foreman

over a mammoth crew of locksmiths
which consists of one man. He spends
countless hours of his time sitting in his
office reading, doing other leisure
activities, and visiting other offices
where he casually chats the day away
with other supervisory personnel. We
spoke in behalf of the workingmen who
get Physical Plant's generous handouts and an endless supply of The
Management 's crap.
Next, Mr. Davis says that my three
years of working for Physical Plant
does not qualify me to accurately
project the morale problem of my
All I can say in
fellow workers.
response to that comment is that in my
three years of working there, I have
heard gripes, complaints and hardships of such great magnitude that it
.astounds me. One could write a very

interesting and successful "soap
opera" based upon what has been going
on in Physical Plant. Also, maybe Mr.
Davis should attend a session of George
Chavez's "Kangaroo Court" and see
how successful such complaints are
handled.
Well Ray , maybe you are satisfied
with the comforts of your office and
your typewriter. We aren't satisfied
with our situation however. And, as
far as the University Community goes,
I ask those people who work daily
around the University to stop a
Maintenance worker and ask him,
"Who spaeks the opinions of the
Maintenance workers? Ray Davis or
Larry Jackson?"
Larry Jackson
Apprentice Electrician
USF Maintenance

Work er enjoyed job, but ...
Editor :
I, Anthony C. Doyle was an employe
of the Physical Plant.
I enjoyed my position, <maintenance
welderl immensely even though my
supervisors did not know their asses
My
from a hole in the ground.
qualifications in my position I will .
gladly verify . They definitely exceed
supervisors .
my
of
those
Because of the lack of knowledge 01
my supervisors who were advising me
how to perform my trade, I became
disgusted. 1 lost interest in my work,
and 1ttendance.

On top of this I had to put up with
estim·ators who couldn't read a rule.
<How do you get 15' through 13'6"?) If
they had left the estimation and design
to someone who knew what they were
doing , USF could have saved a whole
bunch.
This is a rough draft about my two
years at USF. No detail has been applied because I prefer personal contact
with the defenders <sicl of the oppressed.
Anthony Doyle
Former Maintenance
Worker
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Police wonderful,' most considerate'
Editor :
We would like to suggest a title to this
letter similar to "Bouquets--not Brickbats." One of the employes in the
Division of Procurement sustained a
severe cut on the calf of her leg
yesterday; and when it appeared that
the bleeding could not be stopped arid
the employe was feeling faint. a call
was made to the University Police
Department. A request was made for
an ambulance and stretcher to transport the injured employe to the
University Community Hospital.
The response was almost immediate-they answered the call so quickly it
was unbelievable they could have been
here so soon. This indicated that they
had been thoroughly trained in handling emergencies. In addition, the
injured employee said that they (the
two police officers) were " just wonderful to her-so concerned as they were .
on their way to, as well as in, the
emergency room of the hospital."
It appears from an article in the
Oracle today that some feel that our
police need training in human relations
and that they spend too much time in
marksmanship training . However, our
experience with these men yesterday
proved that they have spent many
hours in handling emergencies and that
the courtesy and concern they
displayed yesterday in attending our
injured employe does not leave any
room for improvement in human
contact--their actions were exemplary.

B.o.
\
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by Garry Trudeau

Editor:
This is to inform you that two
members of the Security Police were
especially helpful to me last week,
when I found a flat tire on my car,
which was on the
Administration
Building staff parking lot. They offerPn
to change the tire, when there see:uea

(letters]
to be doubts as to the arrival of a
service truck from a fillini! station.
They also "stood by" in the fate hour to
be ·sure I encountered no problems of
safety.
Their courtesy is
appreciated.
Security Police have always been most
considerate, also, in opening doors
when keys were misplaced.
Maxine Mackay
Special Assistant
For Women's Affairs

Profs underpaid
Editor:
At the end of the first "Old Times"
article, there was some crap about the
University 's "commitment to ··.'Accent
on Learning '." I call it crap because it
is just that : a university whose motto is
" Accent on Learning" does not pay its
professors what USF pays- if you don't
believe me, go to the Special Collections
section in the Library and see the USF
budget. See how some of the Administration get between $20,000 and
$40,000 a year. Then see what your
professors make.
USF's accent on learning could be
greatly increased if salaries were such
that we could compete with northern
universities. Keep in .mind I am not
criticizing the USF faculty, yet there is
always room for improvement.
IF YOU bother to look at the budget,
turn to the back of Vol. 2 and see the
Intercollegiate Athletic Budget. While
USF nowhere nears FSU or UF in this
area, I wonder why expenditures such
as $2746 on movies and film or $23,898
for grants-in-aid or $8,800 for recruiting

<all estimated for 1971-72) were
necessary
To top it all off, the basketball coach
wlto. spends only 25 per cent of his time
teaching receives approximately
$19,000 in salary. I can omy wonder
why the faculty doesn't bitch about \that
- some faculty members with Ph.Os get
paid as low as $10,000.
As a student I resent paying $240 a
quarter so the jocks can watch films of
themselves after the game. I know that
this will incense our athletes but this is
supposed to be a university. The $8,800
used for recruiting coOld', buy a helluva
lot for the library. '·race -it, the
academic reputation of USF won't be
decided on the basketball court.
I think a change in the "University's
motto or philosophy is in order. What
about it, Dr . Mackey?
John*· Jacobsen
6 LIN

No insight
Editor:
If the Oracle Entertainment Editor
can offer no more insight into a
t,!leatrical performance than "it was
brilliant and esthetic, to say the least,"
proceed to neglect proof that these
qualities are the least of its merits, and
then go on to withhold amplification of
the esthetics of the play themselves,
then we suggest the Oracle search for a
new Entertainment Editor~
Teri Sopp
Lucinda Merritt
3 ENG
3 ANT

Print scores
Editor:
Why don't you put in the National and
American league baseball scores. I
know there are .others who appreciate
this move as much as I.
William Rogers

The Oracle welcomes
letters .to the editor on all
topics. All letters mus t be
signed and include the
writer's
student
classification and telephone
number. Names will be
withheld upon request.
Letters
should
be
typewritten triple spaced.
The editor reserves the right
to e dit or shorten letters.
Lette r s r eceived b y nooq w.ill
he
con s ider e d
· for
publication the following
day.

WORS IP
By Popular Demand, Worship is Noon.
Sundays

at the Episcopal Center on SO th Street
For Information, call

988-4025

NO SOAP?
WE'VE GOT IT!

.

)

·,.· .

W e'll g1 w you a free har of so a p with eve ry.
ord e r of la undry produ('ls, toiletries. <·osm e Li<'s,
or <'a r

('C:ll't'

produ<'ls --- a nd we'll prov ide

d e li w ry right lo ynur door!!

for in form a lion ,
('all

996-2.'.):3 l

Friday, May 11 & Saturday May 12 8:30 PM USF gymnasiu
TICKETS General Public $2 USF Fulltime Students $1
On Sale Now Theatre Box Office 1:15 - 4:30 PM Weekdays
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Outdoor
concerts
wi!I feature
dancers
in the
James
Cunningham
· Acme
Dance
Company

Cunn ingha m group to perfo rm outdo ors
BY VIVIAN MULEY
Entertainment Editor
James Cunningham and the
Acme Dance Company will give a
number of free outdoor and indoor concerts next week in an
attempt to "integrate" people
"physically and emotionally."
Cunningham and his troupe,
who have been on campus all
week teaching dance classes, will
two-week
their
highlight
residency with a performance in
front of the downtown Tampa
Post Office, Monday at noon.
MAYOR DICK Greco gave his
approval to the perf6rmance

earlier this week, after he was
approached by Ray Mezler of the
Tampa Arts Council and Dale
Rose, events coordinator for
Florida Center for the Arts. But
the troupe had to wait appproval
by the Post Office since the
performance was to be presented
on federal property.
Rose said he was most enthused about the concert and said
the troupe was also. <They have
done shows outside the Treasury
Building on Wall Street.)
The ''Acme Offshoots,''
members of the Dance Company,
dances
perform
will

Famed critic to talk
high and low. serious and popular
Leslie Fiedler, renowned
culture" and discuss the
American critic, will speak on
distinction ·between them, if
"What Was Literature?" Monday
there is one, according Io Dr.
at 8:30 p.m. in LAN 103.
Fiedler's lecture will concern · Jack Moore, professor of
English.
itself with the areas of "so-called
Fiedler has authored numerous
books of criticism and fiction,
including "Love and Death in the
American No-;el. ' ' ''The Last
Jew in America " and "Pull Down
Vanity"
A free open jam session will be
A winner of the Fullbright
held today from 8 p.m. to midaward, Fiedler has taught abroad
night between Alpha and Gamma
·in Rome and Athens, at Montana
dorms. ·
State and Princeton universities
Rap
Drug
The Argos .Council,
En- . and is presently a Samuel L.
and · ·Student
Cadre
Clemmens professor at the
tertainment and Activities
UniversHy of Buffalo in New
Council are sponsoring the event.
York.
Interested persons are ii::ivited
to perform.
Admission to the lecture is free.

Jam session
planned today

Co.

(prtuitw)
choreographed by Ruben James
Edinger and Linda Jamey,
Monday at 8 :30 p.m . in TAR 22.
THE TROUPE will perform
Tuesday at 10 p.m . between the
Theatre and Fine Arts Buildings.
And a tentative dance is
scheduled for Wednesday betAdBusiness
the
ween
ministration and Education
buildings.
Cunningham and his troupe
will culminate their activities at
USF with two major public
performances May 11 and 12 in
the gym, but by that time they
will have hoped to accomplish
their goals of showing people that
dance is a natural function, it's

the troupe is planning to perform .
The students have been
rehearsing with the troupe every
evening in the dance studio in the
gym.
The troupe, along with USF
students, will present two major
public performances May 11 and
12 at 8 :30 p.m. in the gym. Admission is $1 for students and $2
for the public .
Rose said the free concerts will
be completely different from
those presented in the gym .

all compromise
that you
together, you're working at the
same level together," Cunningham, a recipient of the
Guggenheim Foundation grant,
said.
added that
CUNNINGHAM
anyone can dance it's just a
matter of "going into yourself
and letting the movement come
out."
Many USF students will be
participating in various dances

~t)NQA \lt~G-E
SALES - SERVICE - PARTS .

Cycles Are Our Business - Our Only Business!
ALSO DEALERS IN GREEVES AND OALESMAN
.

,,_,.,!Oi._

971-8171
MONDAY 9 TO 9
CLOSED SUNDAYS
WEEKDAYS 9 ' Tll 6

important to education and it can
be fun.
"With dance, there's the idea

·D ONATE ON A REGULAR BLOOD PLASMA
PROGRAM AND RECEIVE UP TO $40 A MONTH
BRING STUDENT ID OR THIS AD
AND RECEIVE A BONUS WITH YOUR FIRST
DONATIO N

HYLAND DONOR CENTER
238 W. Kenned y Blvd~
Tampa, Fla 33602
appointme nt available to fit your class schedule
call 253-2844
Monday through Friday

7AMto2 PM
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Dance-a~thon'

won't recreate
UC feature film
A "Dance-a"thon", sponsored by the Andros Program Council, will
be going on the same time University Center-Student Entertainment
and Activities Council is screening the film "They Shoot Horses Don't
They?", a film about the dance marathons of the 1930s.
Fortunately, the Andros Dance-a-thon will not be as grueling as the
marathons of the '30s.
THE DANCE-A-THON will begin today at 6 p.m. and continue
through Saturday, 6 a.m. in the Andros Cafetaria. Contestants should
arrive today at 5:45 p.m. in thf' <'afeteria. Sponsorship of atleast $1 an
hour and a student ID are needed to participate.
· First place prize is a TV set; second place prize is an AM FM radio.
All proceeds will go to the American Cancer Society.
Jane Fonda and Michael Sarrazin will star in "They Shoot Horses
Don't They?" today, Saturday and Sunday at 7:30 and 10 p.m. in LAN
103. The film depicts a 193Ps marathon dance contest, where many
people pushed themselves beyond human endurance hoping to seek
fame. Admission is 50 cents.

Jim Hammond displays

I
Madsen
captures
Chramer
award

the awards in the Dance-a-thon contest. Jane Fonda and
Michael Sarrazin are pictured from the movie.

William Madsen, a senior voice student and winner of one of
America's most prestigious graduate studies awards in voice,
the Chramer Award, will present a recital today at 8:30 p.m. in
FAH 101.
The Chramer Award is offered by Northwestern University.
MADSEN IS a student under Jerald Reynoids, associate
professor of music. He plans to graduate in June.
He will be accompanied tonight by pianist Robert Rogers in
several classical songs including arias by Mozart. Beethoven's
"An die Ferne Geliebte" and Ravel's "Don Quichotte.·:
He will also sing five gambling songs by John Jacob Niles and
several other selections.
This scholarship has been given to such artists as baritone
Sherrill Milnes, currently one of the leading baritones of the
Metropolitan Opera of New York.
The recital is free.

Students to present
free music recitals
Three free Music recitals will
be featured next week.
Sigma Alpha Iota Fraternity
for Women will present an
·~American Musicale with AllAmerican Composers" Monday
at 8:30 p.m. in FAH 101.
MARTIN Johnson will perform
in his Senior Recital Wednesday
at 2 p.m . in FAH 101. Johnson
will do renditions of works from
famed composers and one of his

Camerata excels in debut
BY ALICE HENRETIG
Oracle Staff Writer
1'he lively talents ot tne
University Camerata Chorus
were delightfully revealed to an
enthusiastic audience last night
in th~ ensemble's debut perform . nee.
Beautiful and peacefully sung
religious songs, "Ave Maria" and
"Peter Noster," <The Lord's
Prayer), introduced the chorus of

Eckerd College
hosts music fest
Eckerd College is presenting a
Music Festival through Sunday.
William Tinker, organist from
Oberlin College, will present a
free
lecture-demons tra ti on,
"Clavier Ubung," today at 2 p.m.
in Roberts Music Center. Tinker
will perform free Saturday at 8
p.m . in Griffin Chapel.
Michael Sullivan, classical and
flamenco guitarist, will perform
free today at 8 p.m. in Roberts
Music Center.
The Eckerd College Concert
Choir, assisted by members of
the Florida Gulf Coast Symphony
Orchestra, will perform Sunday
at 8 p.m. in Griffin Chapel.
Admission is $1.50.

[musit}
2

14 men and women who were led
by Michael Rose, their beaming
conductor and the group's
originator.
TWO OTllEH religious songs,
composed by Thomas Morley.
displayed very disciplined skills
in executing harmonious canon
posessed by the performers. most
of whom are not music majors .
Drinking songs
followed
ceremoniously with catchy,
demanding melodies and syncopated rhythms .
Henry Purcell 's "Jack. Thou 'rt
a Toper," a true tes l of the
sobriety of the singer. required in
its rounds extended range and

to the advantages
of advertising in the
Oracle Classified Ads.
5 lines Jor $1
Lan 472 Ext. 2620

own compositions on the string
bass.
Johnson is working
towards his B A. in Music
Education.
Dan Radebaugh, a voice major
in Music, will present his
Graduate Recital May 12 at 8:30
p.m. in FAH 101. A bass singer,
Radebaugh will perform works
by composers Rachmaninoff,
Handel and Brahms, and contemporary songs.

concentration with which the
male chorus complied with
virtuosity .
SIX SONGS about women and
love followed next and ran the
gamut in feelings from sorrow in
William Holborne 's "Gush Forth
My Tears " to merry ecstacy in
"Fair Phyllis I -Saw " by John
Farmer .
"Fair Phyllis I Saw " with its
quick , trickling effect, was very
popularly received , along with
" Amo , Amas , I Love a Lass ," a
cute and hearty lovesong.
The talented members of the
Camera ta who sing a capella are
sopranos Susan Brown. Janet
Foster. Judith
Rose . Janice
Shaw. Susan Taylor. altos Nancy
Aitken. Ka ren Boone. Deborah
Dorsey. tenors Joseph Gabowitz,
Scott Johnson. Michael Kaufman. basses Duane Damon,
Ilichard Hardeman and David
Kingsbery.

IMMEDIATE OCCUPANCY
Carriage Hills, a community of gracious homes
in Temple Terrace.

Cherry Creek, in the des i r ab I e Lake Magdalene
are2 .

Phone 933-1043

Phone 933-1043

:,~~:::.:::t@m• '$33,900
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Fair, show Saturda't/-

International activities end
A belly dancing demonstration
will highlight International
Entertainment Night Saturday at
7:30 p.m . in FAH 101.
Sandra Phillips, an instructor
of oriental dancing from
Clearwater,, will perform
traditional Mid-Eastern dance
for the Arabic Club.
from
ENTERTAINM ENT
many different countries will be

!featured in an imaginary trip
around the world that will climax
International Week activities.
Entertainment Night will be
preceeded by a fair Saturday
from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. in the pa tio
of the Fine Arts builrjing.
The fair will feature booths
representing France, sponsored
by th e French Club; Ital y,
sponsored by the Italian Club;

'TU highlites
TODAY
7:30 p.m., Ch. 44 -- Baseball -Atlanta Braves vs. Philadelphia
Phillies.
9 p.m ., Ch. 13 -- Movie -- James
Stewart in "Shenandoah."
9 p.m ., Ch. 8 -- Circle of Fear -Melvyn Douglas as an old man
with voodoo powers and his plan
for revenge on his former son-inlaw.
SATURDAY
10 p.m., Ch . 13-- Dig -- Oscar
winners John and Faith Hubley
narrate this cartoon about the
history of the earth.
2 p.m., Ch. 13 -- ABA Playoff -Kentucky Colonels vs . Indiana
Pacers.
2:15 p.m ., Ch. 8 -- Baseball -Houston Astros vs. New York
Mets.
5 p.m., Ch. 13 -- Kentucky
Derby.
5 p.m., Ch. 10 -- Auto Race -Car
the National Sprint
Championships .
6:30 p.m., Ch . 13 -- National
Geographic -- "Journey down the
Amazon."
7 p.m., Ch. 8 -- Mouse Factory - "Mickey and the Beanstalk."
8 p.m ., Ch. 3 -- Movie -~ The
poignant Russian drama about a
soldier granted a six-day leave
and the girl he is in love with -" Ballad of a Soldier."
8:30 p.m ., Ch. 10 -- "The
Strauss Family" debuts tonight
with Chapter 1: Anna . (The show
opens a seven week series .)
11:30 p.m ., Ch. 13 -- Movie -Cary Grant, Walter Matthau,
Audrey Hepburn and James
Coburn in "Charade," a drama
about a gang of international
cutthroats.
12:30 a .m ., Ch. 8 -- Movie -Richard Burton in "The Desert
Rats."
SUNDAY
10 a.m ., Ch . 13 -- "Israel - A
Reality" -- a documentary tribute
to Israel.
10 a.m., Ch. 44 -- Movie -Walter Pigdeon, Leslie Nielson
and Anne Francis in "Forbidden
Planet."
2 p.m. , Ch. 8 -- Movie -- Marlon
Brando in his film debut in "The
Men."
2 p.m ., Ch. 10 -- NBA Playoff.
3 p.m. , Ch . 44 -- Stanley Cup

Playoffs .
3:30 p.m., Ch. 13 -- CBS Sports
ChamSpectacular -- World
pionship Doubles Tennis.
4 p.m., Ch. 3 -- Gymnastics -the National Intercollegiate
Gymnastics ChamWomen 's
pionships.
7:30 p.m ., Ch. 3 -- Open Badminton -- Highlights of the 20th
TourU.S. Open Badminton
nament .
8:30 p.m ., Ch. 8 -- Mystery
Peter Falk as
Movie
"Columbo" teaming up with
Scotland Yard to solve the case of
a murdered nobleman.
10 p.m ., Ch. 3 -- Firing Line -" Is the Post Office a disaster
area?"
10 p.m., Ch. 44 -- Black Omnibus -- Abbey Lincoln, Taj
Mahal, Ahmad Jamal and
Jimmy Witherspoon.
11:15 p.m., Ch. 10 -- Movie -James Stewart in "The Glenn
Miller Story."
11:30 p.m., Ch. 13 -- Movie -Christopher Jones as a wayward
youth who chooses working on
fishing boat as an alternative to
going to jail in "Chubasco."
1 a .m ., Ch. 44 - Rollin' with
Cheech and Chong.
MONDAY
8 p.m ., Ch. 3 -- Eisenstein -- a
profile on the great Russian
director Sergei Eisenstein.
8 p.m., Ch. 44 -- Baseball -Atlanta Braves vs . New York
Mets.
9:30 p .m., Ch . 16 -- One of Us -with USF Theatre department
chairman Herb Shore.
11: 30 p.m., Ch . 13 -- Movie -- H.
P . Lovecraft's classic "the
Dean
Dunwich Horror " with
Stockwell, Ed Begley, Sam Jaffe
and Sandra Dee.

Germany s ponsor ed by the
German Club ; South America,
sponsored by the Spanish Club;
the ivliddle b.:ast sponsored by the
J\rabic Club ; India , sponsored by
the Indi an Students Association;
and Africa, sponsored hy the
Also
Afro -A merican Club .
represented will be China, Iran
and Austria.
THE BOOTHS will offer samples
of food and display costume and
other items from their countries .
Circolo Italiano will present a
movie. "Ilalian Renna issance ."
today at 7: :rn p.m . in CHE JOO.
The events of International
Week are sponsored by the World
Affairs Council and the various
:national clubs, and are free .

Show hours
extended
for bluegrass
"This is Bluegrass" has been
extended to two hours starting
this Saturday . Tom Henderson ,
host of the show. said.
The show will now start at noon
and go till 2 p.m. on WUSF-FM .
HENDERSON, who started
with a half hour show in April,
1972, and expanded it to one hour
two months later, said, "As far as
I know, this -is the only station in
the country that devotes two
hours solely to the history and
sound of bluegrass music."
He also said the reason the
show was expanded was because
of the response to the show.
"We've received cards and
letters from as far away as
Pennsylvania and Alaska, ' '
Henderson said.
BLUEGRASS, one of the newer
forms of music, said to have
started in 1945, was named after
Bill Monroe 's group The
Bluegrass Boys , according
to Henderson . Monroe is
recognized as the father of
bluegrass music.
However, H<>nderson said,
~'Lester Flatt and Earl Scruggs
brought bluegrass to the people
more than any other group, after
they broke away from Monroe ."
"This is Bluegrass " is
dedicated to the history and
sound of bluegrass, although the
show occasionally will play other
music to show the origin of a
sound or the direction in which
bluegrass has progressed .

Brazilian Folk Dancing
Marcia De Oliveira, a USF student from Brazil,
demonstrated a type of Brazilian folk dancing that is
popular at carnival time Wednesday night at the Inoracle photo t:v Ar.n cra ··e,,
ternational Week dinner.

Former Armed Forces Members
·o pportunity Exists For You in

NA VAL RESERVES
Weekend Drills Call: 223-3826
or come to:
Naval Reserve Center
1325 York Street Tampa, Florida

Shore to appear
on WUSF show
Herb Shore , chairman of USF's
Theatre Dep-artment. will appear
on the WUSF-TV show "One of
Us" Monday at 9:30 p.m.
He will discuss his experiences
in the theatre and his · feelings
about theatre in general, what is
going on at the USF Theater
department and the future of the
department.

llWHEREIS ITATll

.(CUP/)

IIIi

Qllt.tiiS&J
l 111
J'<WCIRy
11:00 -10:00 ~·
12.: 00 - •: 00
...

tickets available at UC desk

.$1.50 with ID
SUMDAY MAY 6

USF GYM
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If a man answers
BY ANN CRAVENS
Oracle Staff Writer

If you call the Theatre Arts
Department and a baritone
answers, don't hang up, and
please, don't ask to speak to the
secretary--you are speaking to
him.
Blond-haired, blue-eyed, sixfooter Earl Garland, is the
newest secretary for Theatre
Arts and he's having a great
time.
GARLAND SAID "It's really
fun . The people that call up are
hysterical. They think it's a
student who just happened to
answer the phone. So they ask 'Is
so and so's secretary in the office?' and I just lean back and
say 'this is he.'

One lady said, 'My you have a
deep voice for a secretary.' By
this time I'd had it, so I said
'Yeah, there's a lot of other
things I've got that most
secretaries haven't got.
She
thought it was funny," he added.
Mary Ann Bentley, a student
assistant said, "He's the best
secretary. He'll do anything for
anybody."
GARLAND'S job consists of

setting up appointments for the
Theatre and dance faculty,
typing, answering the phone, and
making coffee.
Before applying at USF,
Garland worked as a theatre arts
performance major. He dropped
out of school to work full time for
the Florida Center for the Arts in

• • •

the box office--mostly night work.
He worked · at a jewelry store
after that but only lasted six
weeks . It wasn't the most honest
busines~, he said.
"THE UNIVEllSiTY basically
doesn't discriminate," the clerktypist II said. "Personnel said
it's not uncommon for men to
apply for clerical work."
Garland said he never thought
much about sex roles and that
what people think about his job
doesn't bother him.
"I certainly don't plan to do
this the rest of my life, though,"
he added .
One point Garland concedes to
women's liberat10n, is that
secretaries are underpaid.

Earl Garland

4.
Oracle photo by Randy Lovely

accepts calls in the Theatre Arts department.

National Airlines
announces this yearS Spring
and SummerYouth Fares
to Europe. Fly us.
Now you can fly to Europe at special lovv
if you're between the ages of 12 and 23 and can
show a passport as proof.
We've got daily nonstop flights from Mian1i
every evening at 6:05. You arrive in London
bright and early the next n1orning, where you can
either stay or inakc a convenient connection
and fly to any city on the continent.
You can't inake youth fare reservations
more than 7 days prior to departure. There are no
other rules. And once your reservation is n1adc,
your seat is guaranteed.
You don't have to worry about those seemingly endless, complicated regulations the Charter
flights have. And you don't have to worry about
the flight being cancelled either.
For reservations call your travel agent or
National Airlines at 800-432-9761.
Miami roundtrip to:
London
Paris
Frankfurt
Tel Aviv
Rome
Amsterdam
Madrid
Athens
Brussels
c:openhagen
Tffl·ct1\·c A1, ril I 'i thru .\ \;"· .l 1

Youth Fares (12 thru 23)
$351 2
$319 1
331 1
356 2
336 1
3582
S81
.520
1
336
358 2
356 2
3 31 1
356 2
331 1
421 1
4432
1
331
356 2
136 1
358 2

.~

lfffcctiw· June , July. August.

National flies 747s daily between Miami and London.

Fly Linda.$ FlyNational.
National honors Amerirnn Express, BankAmericard, Cane Blanche, Diners Cl uh, MastL:r Charge/Interbank, UATP, our own card anLl cash.
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Mike Hazel's(above no. 3) base running and
... Rudy Daumy's (right no. 2) bat gave USF 8-5 victory.

USF slugs way to final
triumph of season, 8-5
BY DAVE MOORMANN
Oracle Sports Editor

Nearly everyone played a part
for USF's
baseball team
yesterday as the Brahmans
ended their season with an 8-5
victory over Tampa University.
In finishing 23-16, USF pounded
out 14 hits with all Brahman
players but winning pitcher Jack
Wolfe and first baseman Don
Ellison contributing at least one
hit.
RUDY DAUMY
and Don
Frederick, playing their last
game for USF, were the hitting
stars as the Brahmans dumped
Tampa for the second time this
season.
Daumy had a single, double,
triple, scored twice and drove in
two runs to he!~. the Brahmans
close out their winningest season .
Frederick also knocked in a
pair of runs and scored twice,
delivering back-to-back groundrule doubles.
MIKE WITTMEYER. catching
for the injured Jeff Davis, had
two RBI's with Mike !laze! and
Bill Berkes driving in a run a
piece.
Wolfe, surviving a rough start,
went the distance for the Brahmans .
After surrendering four runs
through the opening four frames.
he settled down. scattering four
hits and one run over the final
five innings.
THE SENIOR
righthander
retired the last seven Spartans in
succession, striking out five of
them and whiffing the side in the
ninth.
Tampa jumped to an early
lead, thanks to a two run first

inning single by Burt Ramos.
MIKE HAZEL cut the Spartan
lead in half in the third as he
doubled in
Mike
Campbell.
Campbell who entered the game
as top USF batter at .434 did little
to hurt his average with a 2 for 5
day at the plate.
Tampa took one last lead in the
fourth on the strength of 3 tworun homer from Randy Brown.
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intramurals

UC

BALLROOM

Men's Softball
Anything Will Be Good 22,
Earth Mover's 9
7-Up 7, FHAC Easts
Theta 1 21, Iota 2 4
Circle K 16, Student Accounting 14
Education 18, Fuzz Brothers 12
Women's Volleyball
Gamma 4 East 2, Gammas East 1
BCM 2, lbada 0
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A five spot in the following
frame handed USF only its
second victory in the season's
final seven contests.

ISears I
THE TOTAL PANTS LOOK
IN POLYESTER
.FOR SUCH A LITTLE SUM
Today's easy care pants-look
at low, easy to take prices.
Permanent Prest pants of
polyester d o u b 1 e
k n i t
fashionably styled with flare
legs and comfortabie elasticized
waist-bands.
Smartly
coordinated with our polyester
pants top in a new summery print.
Pants in white and fashion colors.
Tops in coordinating
.
prmts.
Both. in
Misses' sizes 8 ~
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to 18
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$4.99
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$5.99
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"Adidas"

CHARGE IT

$ 13.95 "Gym"
Buck's Shoes
Temple Terrace Shopping Center
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SHOP AT SEARS AND SAVE
· Satisiaction Guaranteed
or Your ;\,fancy Back

nsears

011

Scar"'. Ren1h i11 :-ir Charo·e
:-

Available at all full line
stores in:
1

SEARS. ROEBt:'CK ASD CO.

Tampa St. Petersburg
Sarasota Clearwater
Lakeland ·
en
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Foreigner stars
for tennis squad
BY GARY HACKNEY
Oracle Sports Writer
Probably the last place one
would expect to find an ex-army
drill instructor would be on a
women's tennis team.
But one needs only to look as
far as the Brahmisses tennis
squad of the past season to find.
Rony Kudler, · a former second
lieutenant in the Israeli Army .
KUDLER FIRST came to the
United States in 1969 as part of a
tennis tour and it wasn't until
then that she thought of attending
school in the U.S.
Harold
Lanclesberg,
a
philanthropist for Israeli tennis
who had been traveling with the
tour that summer. checked with a
few schools to see if any
scholarships were open.
"That August Miss Young
<USF women's tennis coach)
called me in Israel and asked me
if I wanted to coine to USF," said
Kudler.
·
AFTER NUMEROUS postal
delays , Kudler received her
acceptance letter ··<md arrived on
campus in January 1970. Since
then she has worked on her
degree in Ecomomics . and
Management and, according to
Young, has done an excellent job
on the women's tennis team.
As a high school student in 1966
she was the top juniors player in
· Israel and after graduating she
went on to the number three spot
in women 's tennis
When she became 18, Kudler
joined the Israeli Army, a twoyear experience that took her

...

"I couldn't adjust when I
first came to the United
States because com~
petition is high and I was
used to sharing. I don't
like the competition in the
society though I realize
America probably would
not have achieved what it
has without it."
--Rony Kudler
from combat training to
organizing and building a kibbutz, a communal type community where a few hundred
families share their posessions
and responsibilities.
"IT WAS A really great experience," said the 23-year-old
senior. "I learned about sharing
and being responsible for other
people. It helped me to mature.
"Women are expected to fight
if the ·need arises, but we were
told the main goal of training the
women for combat is so they
can understand what the men are
going through. "
Because of her experiences in
the army, she underwent a
cultural s~ock upon arriving in
the U.S.
"I COULDN'T adjust when I
first came to the United States
because competition is high and I
was used to sharing."
"I don't like the competition in
the society, "she added, "though I
realize Ameril'.a probably would
not have achieved what it has
without it."

Personal foul

It's been nearly eight months since the world was shocked by the
massacre of 11 Israeli athletes at the Olympics in Munich .
USF's Dr. Nelson Butler, who attended the 20th Olympiad as a
member of the International Scientific Congress, thinks the atmosphere of the Olympics itself contributed to the murders .
"THE WHOLE Israeli thing is a direct extension of the nation-state
identification," says USF's former intramural chairman now in
leisure studies.
"The Arabs wouldn't have achieved notoriety and wouldn 't have had
a vehicle for world attention if it wasn't for that.
"There's nothing wrong with coin petition, I just don't like this
breast beating. Just because you have a faster track team doesn't
make you a superior race and the nation-state identification lends
itself to this process ."
BUTLER FEELS that athletics, especially in this country, has been
blown out of proportion by the extensive media coverage which it
receives .
"You always have a winner and a loser," he says, "but if you're the
loser does that make you less of a person? Sport is just a part of
society and doesn't mean anything better or anything worse.''
With its addition of younger members, Butler thinks the United
States Olympic Committee <USOCl is taking "a step in the right
direction.''
But the Olympic setup is faulty in many other areas, namely the
ruling of the judges and the pro-amateur status of the athletes .
"You try to win but you don't fault the judgment," Butler says of the
controversial basketball game between the United States and Russia.
"It's just part of the game where the process b.reaks down ."
HE BELIEVES Olympic officials should make a strong stand one
way or another ; eliminate all subsidizing of athletes and ha ve a purely
amateur Olympics or let professionals and amateurs compete
together.
Yet Butler is not totally down on the Olympics for he believ es tha t
"indeed man can live among his fellow man ."

Kudler also feels there is a
larger difference between the two
societies, especially the youth.
"IN ISRAEL when you're 18
the older people respect you as an
adult. In America they don't ,
and I feel young people don't
mature as quickly because of
this ."
Kudler's future is open and one
of the possibilities she is co.nsidering is to join the United
States Lawn Tennis Association 's
winter tour.
"If I can find someone who can
coach me, I'll start practice this
summer ."
AFTER PLAYING at USF for
three years, Kudler had to sit out
most of the 1973 season, suddenly
finding
herself
declared
ineligible by the Women's
Athletic
Intercollegiate
Association <WAIA).
''This year USF joined the
WAIA and one of the rules was
that coaches were not allowed to
recruit or give scholarships to
girls. So we had to either give up
the scholarship or quit the team.''
But after being brought to court
by other schools, WAIA dropped
the rule and Kudler was able to
play the last four games of the
Brahmisses season.
"IT REALLY upset me. It was
like punishing me .
"When I first heard of the rule I
thought I wouldn't be able again,
so mentally I gave up. When she
(Young) called me and told me I
could play, I was so relieved .
"It hurt my game, but I knew
they were expecting a lot from
me so I just worked hard."
KUDLER IS presently working
on a group project to study how
the Bay area's emergency
medical system could be improved.
When she and her fiancee
marry and go to Israel, she would
like to put the experience to use
there.
All of which goes to show that
variety is the spice of Rony
Kudler's life .

PELLETS FOR
BEAN BAG CHAIRS
CONEY'S INTERIORS

Rugby club closes
USF's rugby squad ends its year long season
tomorrow in an away match against the University of
Florida. Last time the Gators and Brahmans met USF
took a 19-3 Victory as Sid Crews (above) starred with 15
points.
·

Grindey grabs freestyler
Coach Bob Grindey signed his
second high school swimmer,
Paul Cellotto of Stamford (Conn.)
High School.

Cellotto's time of

21.6 seconds earned him the state
championship in th.e 50 yd.
freestyle, ', established ·a state
record and placed him fifth in the
country in the event.

A happy Co-op student now Worldng
permanently for his Co-op employer ·sent ·
to his Co-op coordinator the following
statement:
"In the Co-op Program, I was able to
relate the two worlds (c~assroom and the
practical side) .. With the patience and
assistance of my supervisors, they helped
in stimulating my carrer objectives. It
also gave me a head start and confidence I
now have. Right on for the Co-op
Program."
~
Is this what YOU have in mind?
Call or visit the Co-op Office for more
information. AOC 105, Phone: 974-2171.

11412 W. PLATT Ph. 258-2131

We Have Our Own Ideas About Getting High

BY Di\ VE .MOORMi\NN

Woofer, Tweeters, Midrange and
Crossovers
Hi-fi, Guitar, Auto, and Horns
Four inch, Eight inch, Twelve inch, and
Bigger
Indoor and Outdoor, Hang-ups and
Hang-ons
Realistic Raw Speakers
They Sing their own Song
AT
Radio Shack of Temple Terrace
Corner of 56th Street and Busch Blvd.
Ph 988-2971

For information on Navy Flight Programs
call Navy Temple Terrace 985-1010
Fly Navy

May4.197S
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Honors awarded
business students
Three USF students were
elected state officers of Phi Beta
Lambda <PBLl, the professional
business fraternity, at the 22nd
annual convention in Miami.
Tom
Hill was elected
president;
Jan
Potash,
secretary; and Steve
Dial,
parliamentarian.
Members of USF's chapter
captured awards, including
chapter president Jane Johnson
who won the
Rob Kelleher
Memorial Award, which honors
Florida's most outstanding PBL
member.
Other winners were Frances
Pont, who took first place in the
Senior Secretary event, second

place in Miss Future Business
Teacher and third place in
Executive
Typist;
Larry
Harrison, who won a first place
trophy in
Business
Administration; and Mike Garver
who was awarded a plaque from
the Florida Business Educator's
Association for first in the Mr.
Future Business Executive
category.
Tom Flanagan captured first
place honors as Mr. Future
Business Teacher and in Accounting: and
Dt:ubie Stifel
placed second in the Junior
Secretary event.
Nita Degian was hbnored with
the PBL State Treasurer Award.

Faetory Jewelry Outlet
earrin~s 1,ernlanls

hra('elets pins

<'hanu~

Ideal Mother :Ii Day G~/is
4812 E. Busch Blvd.

Dialing for information

Oracle photos by Bill Philflps

··• is a new service and expected to cover all areas of student affairs.

Got any questions? Try
dialing information service
BY MARILYN EVON
Oracle Staff Writer
USF students can now dial for
campus ~nformation by calling
974-4040
This information service,
conceived by Dr. Joe Howell, vice
president for Student Affairs,
and implemented by Jorge
G~- "' ia, assistant director of the
Co· ,,. -;eling Center for Human
Dev.' .opment, consists of a series
of ta 'les which students may
request · for over-the-phone answers.
THE TAPES, which are three
to five minutes in length, cover
information for:
• developmental English and

tutorial services (including paid
tutoring for Veterans);
• reading study skills services;
• speech and hearing services,
and
•career information library
services.
"We will be expanding from
these five areas to cover all
services covered by Student
Affairs,'' Garcia said.
According to Garcia, the
program cost nothing to im"We just used the
plement.
facilities that have always been
available in Educational
Resources," he said.
"THIS IS just part of our work
in helping our students adjust for

Library ripped off again;
this time it's just for food
About $40 worth of food
products was taken from the
library's fifth floor snack bar last
Thursday by "someone with a
key," according to Jam.e s
Matsagas, ge·n eral manager of
Eastern Food Services.
"I can't say who it might have
been, but whoever it was laad a
key," said Matsagas, who said he
is in the process of having the
snack bar lock changed.
The theft was discovered by
employe Violet Perera when she
opened the snack bar Friday
morning, but no report was made

Leslie Fiedler
eminent American critic
will speak on
"What Was Literature"
Monday, May 7

8:30 PM Free

LAN103
Student Lecture Series
m Coordination With SEAC

everyday living," said Garcia.
"We want them to know and use
all the facilities
available
through the Center for Human
Development."
·
"Most people hear the words
'Counseling Center'and think this
is a shrink place," Garcia said.
"This is a development center,
we assist in the development of
students as human beings,
whether their needs are in
academic areas, career planning
or of an emotional nature," he
said.
Garcia claims many students
are made to feel uneasy if they do
not have a declared major as
soon as they enroll in a university.
"BEING NOT sure of what
you • want to be is not
pathalogical," Garcia stressed.
"Taking time to explpre several
interest areas is usually more
healthy than trying to stick to an
area one is not sure of."

JEWISH IDENTITY
We Want It,
but

WE NEED
YOUR HELP!
Come Join Us
Sunday May 6
Z·30 p.m.

LAN

Get up the Chutzpah
and come find out
what you're about.
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Education
•
series on
WU SF-FM

Innovative ideas in education will be
discussed in a speeial series beginning
Monday on WUSF-FM.
"Schooling-some Future Directions" .
will be aired during "At Your Service
<part one)'' at 8:30 a.m.
Pioneer efforts in non-grading, team
teaching utilization of large learning
complexes, and flexible scheduling will be
discussed by Dr. Dan Purdom, associate
professor of Education.

D_r. Purdom was founder of one of the
nation's first "school of the future" in
Fayette County, Ky. He was involved in
the organization and curriculum of the
Garden Springs School in Lexington and
was featured with an article on the
school in Look magazine.
Of Purdom, Look said, "He is dedicated
both to education and children and may
well become one of the great educators of
our time."

IS

WUSF's program topics will include:
- "Dissatisfaction with the Stat!Js Quo"Monday
- "The Basis for Changing Schooling" Tuesday
"The Organization and Curriculum of an
Innovative School" (a detailed description
of the operation of Garden Springs
School}- Wednesday and Thursday.
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Travel tips

Cheap truckin'
BY JANE TURCZYN
Travel Tips

Welcome to the Information Exchange Travel Column series. This
is the first of several col.umns telling you about fun places to visit and
good things to do.
You'll vicariously get into life in Russia, Africa, Asia, South
America. You'll hear about exotic but reachable places like Monaco,
the Canary Islands, India and Morocco. Then there are columns about
things closer to home, like hitchhiking and motorcycling in the US and
vagabonding in Canada and Mexico.
AUTHORS RANDY Mink, Mik Schultz, Tom Grimm and Ed Buryn
will tell you a bit about how to get to these places and what to expect
there. And they .ought to know. Mik wrote "Asia for the Hitchhiker."
Ed's the author of. "Vagabonding in Europe and North America" and
"Vagabonding in America." Tom GrimIJ1 's "Hitchhiker's Handbook"
tells it all. These guys have been there and back ...and loved it, as
you'll see from the articles.
If you're thinking right now, "I haven't got the money or the time to
travel," think again. The world is full of opportunities for traveling
cheaply.
Reading these columns hopefUlly will get you in the mood for
charting your own course. But one newspaper story can say only so
much; it can't begin to hit the nitty-gritty details you need before
navigating even begins.
IN ADDITION to this column, therefore, many students this spring
will be consulting something called a EURO-KIT. It's 12 folders that
give you the latest lowdown on passports, visas, shots, insurance,
planes, trains, cars, boats, hostels, hitchhiking, tours, safaris,
camping, bicycles and motorcyles.
Some people say you can make it on $5 a day, but you can live on $1
or $20 depending on how fussy you are. The EURO-KIT tells you the
alternatives in a straightforward manner; then you decide the
traveling style best for you.
Thus Information Exchange has prepared both the travel columns
and the EURO-KIT because there seems to be an information gap
between opportunities available and students knowing about them.
The non-prof.it organization, like its name implies, exchanges information.
To answer even more questions on student travel, Information
Exchange has a list of more than 60 books and maps. The book folder
and entire EURO-KIT are available for $1 from Information Exchange, Dept. TT, 22 West Monroe Street, Chicago, Illinois 60"J03, or
just send a self-addressed stamped envelope for the book list alone.

Think small in itinerary
BY RANDY MINK
Five countries in Europe are just specks on the map. Luxembourg,
Andorra, Liechtenstein, San Marino anq Monaco (in order of size) all
rely heavily on tourism and sale of their colorful postage stamps.
Chances are you'll be close to two or three of these mini-countries if
you're planning to vagabond in Europe.
LUXEMBOURG. The largest and most frequented "little country"
is the Grand Duchy of Luxembourg, 999 square miles tucked in between France, Belgium and Germany.
For many budget travelers Luxembourg City is their introduction to
Europe because the cheapest non-charter flights from America are
the New York-Luxembourg runs via Icelandic Airlines.
The city has a meilieval charm, and its deep ravines, bridged by old
viaducts, provide romantic vistas, especially when lit up at night. In
the countryside are many youth hostels, castles, bicycle paths and
hiking trails.
MONACO. The high-priced Principality of Monaco basks on the
French Riviera, a half hour by train from less expensive Nice.
Monaco's 414 acres is a playground for the International Jet Set.
You can mix with this crowd at the famous Monte Carlo Casino. Just
show proof of nationality, pay $1.40 and enter the gaming rooms.
SAN MARINO. This republic, founded in 301.A.D., is the smallest
and old~st in the world. The capital city of San Marino, located 15
miles inland from Italy's Adriatic resort of Bimini, lies perched atop a
mountain.
San Marino's history as a secure fortress is reflected in its three
castles, one of which houses an arms and armor museum. The cobbled streets and castellated stone walls make ideal surroundings for
shopping for things like swords and shields.
ANDORRA. This principality of 179 square miles is nestled in the
Pyrenees between France and Spain. Andorra, popular with skiiers
and shoppers, is a beautiful country of mountains and valleys.
The capital city, Andorra la Vella, is four or five hours by bus or
train from Toulouse, France,and Barcelona, Spain -- definitely off the
beaten track.
LIECHTENSTEIN.
This German-speaking principality, independent since 1866, lies on the Upper Rhine River between Switzerland and Austria.
In Vaduz; the capital, you can visit the castle of reigning Prince
Franz Joseph II.

Continued

from

Page

Europe as cheaply as possible.
This could entail bicycling
across the continent or conbining
energy and financial resources
with other young people in Pan
American's Pacesetter caravan
Tour.
PAN AM'S hrochure offers the
enticement, ··Experience Europe
(for practically nothing)." For
$220 and up (excluding air fare to
London) students and young
people between 18 and 30 can tour
European countries on a 26
passenger bus, camping out along
the way.
The $220 four-week caravan
covers major cities in Central
Europe. For increasing amounts
the trip can be extended north to
the Scandinavian countries· or
south to Spain, Portugal and
Morocco.
The $565
"Grand Europe"
caravan extends the itinerarv .to
Russia as well as Greece, Turkey
and Yugoslavia, for a total of ten
weeks. The final is spent cruising
the Greek Islands
on a
catamaran.
THE BROCHURE dispels any
fears of actually "roughing it":
most campgrounds are located
within 15 minutes of major cities
and are equipped with hot water
and washing facilities. Sleeping
bags can be brought with you or
purchased in Pan Am's London
office for $15.
While food is included in the
total cost, the brochure suggests
about $3 to $5 spending money
daily to cover inddentals such
as museum entrance fees and
souvenirs. Some extra money
shoU: . : be allowed for restaurant
dinnt:'rs occasionally.
"Normally the. girls are supposed to do the cooking and the
boys set up camp," the brochure
says, "but women's lib has in-

vaded the campsites and
everyone
seems
to
do
everything ... besides, some of the
boys are better cooks than the
girls!"
IF YOUR physical energy
exceeds your enthusiasm for
camping, Swiss Air's Wings and
Wheels might he the ideal
vacation . For $775 to $777 including air fare, er,thusiasts can
bicycle their was across Austria
or Switzerland for 15 days. At the
end of the journey the rented bike
may be purchased for $49.
The caravan journey does
permit travelers to leave the
group and rejoin it at a later

date, but some people dislike the
idea of packaged tours . For these
people the best way to get to
Europe by 1air would be via
Nassau. Air Bahamas will take
you to Luxembourg for $230
roundtrip, youth fare .
It appears as though Europe is
this summer's best bet, financially, but there is one last hitch:
the devaluated dollar may not
bring quite as much abroad as it
did before.
Maybe you can
convince parents or relatives to
supplement your financial
resources. You will deserve it,
you will have graduated!

~
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muckraker
Question: I want to know why every time I go past the driving
range cars without USF stickers far outnumber cars with student and
staff stickers since the range is for USF use only.
Answer: University Police (UP) has the ultimate responsibility
for enforcing a golf range directive handed down Feb. 20, 1973 by
Chief Jack Preble. The directive, per a request from Dr. Louis
Bowers, associate professor of Physical Education, states that UP
officers will make a specified number of checks for University ID's
during each week.
Persons without USF affiliation will be advised of the sign which
says range is limited to students and staff.
Any non-USF person refusing to leave will be advised of the
trespassing law and escorted off campus.
Sgt. John Campbell explained that the course is checked several
times each week but that it is impossible to run constant checks
because of an excess of duties for a "limited" UP staff.
You might notify the police of any offenders you see.

tereo omponent Systems
Studio 70 - Stereo
8841 N. Florida Ave.

t\ MOTION PICTURE THt\T CELEBRATES
THE TIMELESS JOY OF ORIGINAL INNOCENCE.

Outdoor Coffee House
Between Alpha and Gamma Dorms
PARAMOUNT PICTUH:ES Mlt~1...,r~ A FILM l:iY

TONIGHT
BPM

Franco zeFFlreLLI HIS FIRST FILM SINCE "ROMEO & JULIET"

..BrOTHer sun SISTer MOOfl"
""""" GRAHAM FAULKNFR I IUDI BOWKER "o ALEC GUINNESS,, POPE INNOCENT 111

Sponsored by
SEAC

and Rap Cadre
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HELP WANTED part or full time until
school ends. Full time during summer
vacation. An excellent summer job. Apply
Jumbo Ice Cream 7201 E. Buffalo.

(SERVICES OFFERED)
CANOE RENTALS
By Day or Week
Call 935-0018 or 935-1476

Pool supervisor- W.S.I. required, experience

preferred. Will train. Jewish Community
Cir. 2808 Horatio, Contact Bob Kessler
877-7644.

----LESSONS-Guitar,
5-strlng
Banjo. Private lessons by Qualified Instructors.
Guitar rental available.
Grisse.11 Music, Ph. 988-1419.

(

SPECIALIZED TYPIST
IBM Selectric that CORRECTS OWN
ERRORS, Pica or Elite. All types of work,
5 minutes from USF. Nina Schiro, 11110
N. 22nd St. 971-2139. If no answer, 23S-3261.

5 string banjo lessons. Ability to read music
not required. Private personal instrument
supplied. Contact Albie, 971-6775:

MISC. FOR SALE

BEAUTIFUL Flowers for all occasions for
best results, call: Thompson's Flower &
Gift Shop 2319 W. Linebaugh Ave. 935..S263

GOING away on vacation? Need responsible
person to watch your domicile?
References available. Phone 974-2635 .

COMICS,paperbacks, magazines. Sell, Buy,
Trade.
Fiction-Non-Fiction, Westerns,
Mysteries. Comics tor collectors. 9-9
daily. Unique Books 12943 Florida Ave.
HUSKY pups, no papers S6S. '60 Saab, 35
mpg, needs insp., SlSO. Call 935-0842, 9713608 Francois.

)

crafted

necklaces,

bracelets,

rings

(

AUTOMOTIVE

MUST SELL

'69 . Camaro

by

)

10-9-73.

Automatic transmission, power steering,

radio, 4 new tires. Will take best offer.
Call 932-3581 before 1 p.m .
61 VALi ANT, not great exterior, but runs
very well. 5125 . Call: 935-8035 or 932-0845.

STUDENT
GOVERNMENT
has
a
babysitting referral service. Any student
interested in meeting people who need
baby sitters come by the Special Services
window in the UC, Room 1S6. Help yourself, Help others!

'66 Dodge Coronel VS, perfect condition,
new

tires,

new

battery,

new

good

condition,

new

inspection,

(

RAZOR CUTS
HAIR STYLING

PH•971·3633
Appointments
Available
Hours

TRAVEL
OPPORTUNITIES

Daily 9-6

Thurs. & Fri. 9-7:30

13520 UNIVERSITY PLAZA

Steamer Cruise on Rhine, Basel, Lucerne,
Lugano, Milan, Venice, Florence, Rome,
Pisa, Italian & French Riviera, Nice,
Grenoble, Paris, London, New York,

Tampa . Beautiful, memorable 23 days of
tun. All inclusive cost 5883 . Escorted by
known educator, traveler. Call Dr. Flizak:
813-443-4901. 1417
Flagler
Drive

plus

Clearwater', Fla.

(

Dance
of
Extacy

REAL ESTATE
SELLING HOME - Must sell following:
Drafting tools, art books, desk wtypewriler well, file cabinet, household
items, elec. fan, air compressor, artist
lettering pens, lettering kit, 2 sets drapes,
adj. dress form . Robert, RI. 2, Box 640,
Lake Charles Circle, off Crenshaw. 9491537.

®

M"d.
I mg h t Sh OWS
Fri. & Sat.

WOUNDED l(NEE

INSTRUMENTS=)

Dining Room, Full or
Part time. Top
salary, fringe benefits. Exp. preferred but
will train. Must be over 21. See Mr.
Sullivan or Mr. VeVier for personal in-

VOX Jaguar organ, 49 keys, must sell, need

terview 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. daily at the
Holiday Inn Downtown, 111 W. Fortune SI.

bottom, 2xl5" JBL' s ; Fender-Leslie 16,

cash. $160 or bes t offer. Call 988-7958.
Fender Dual Showman head; Fender-CBS
no speaker;
vintage Am peg lead . 18"
speaker, needs transformer . All offers

Only 15 mir.. from campus .

- - - -- --· - - - WANTED resident director for Tampa
YMCA Youth Hostel. Grad. married

considered. 977-4764; 986-2088.
Solid Body electric guitar with new st rings
$50, Gibson amp. with lrem. rev. foot.
switch $200, take both for S200. PH 238-3917.

couple. Prefer Soc., psy., or counseling
major. Apt. & $300. References required.
Contilcf Gerry Bilrton 229-6517.

electric. Call 971 -3040 ask for Karen.

;J1raternit!'

need

Salary commensurate with experience.
Phone Mr. Hines- 248-3910 9 a.m.-4 p.m.

FEMALE roommate needed summer
quarter. Stonehenge apts. $70 a month, 112

LEFT a silver ring engraved by sm•ll
flowers on left sink In men's room 1st fl.
Eng. on Apr. 30. Sm•ll r-ard. 971-7939:
Thank you.

exhaust

money for school. Asking S900. Call 9714104.

secretarial & general office position.
Working conditions & benefits excellent.

APTS. & HOUSES
TO SHARE

REWARD offerec:f"for missing solid white
longhair ciat,
·Last 59en vicinity of
Livingston Rct ·anci Skipper. Call Bill 9711446.

'69 Toyota Corolla 4-speed, radio, healer,

well-dressed person to fill newly created

SPRING is Honda time . and have I got a
Honda for you! A 1971 350 CL. Perfect
cond. Only SS7S, or will trade for VW van.
Call 971-2S31before10 am or after 6 pm

,

[

-

MISCEUANEOUS

)

Tak e a break with US!
At the all new
Treasureland Fun Center.
Exciting.
Entertaining.
Featuring all new
amusement s- air hockey-football-vollcyguns-pool tables- mi.sscles-pinballs galore.

(

MOBILE HOMES
==

)

12x60 mobile home: front & back bedrooms,
WW carpeting, AC (with 4 yr. warranty);
set-up beautifully In park; many extrasl
Exceptional buy. SS690. Ph. 986-1738.

Oracle Classified Ads
!} Reach People ~

Nurse Ann Hirshman will speak on the
conditions at Wounded Knee as she found
them while attending Indian casualties

TUESMAYB

9:()() P.M.

SEAC

)

WHITE female collle-tvpe ·dog; brown spots.
No ldentlflc•tlon.
Hes h•d puppies
recently. Call .97;1-46S6

system, air, stereo radio, call 985-2883 .
5550 or best offer.

Expanding local organization desires a neat

- ---r

LEGAL NOTICE
May this serve as final notice to Mr. David
Wilson and Mr. Dale Broadfield concerning the matters dealing with
Education District 11 and Fine District I
Senate seats. If the SG office is not contacted by 5 p.m . Tues., May 8, action will
be taken to clear up the apparent
discrepancy.

LOST & FOUND

EUROPE
FOR STUDENTS & YOUNG PEOPLE June,
July-KLM lo Amsleerdam, Cologne,

'66 GHIA, rebuilt engine, new clutch
paint, insp., go0d interior. Francois 935:
0842 days, 971-3608 nights $7SO .

Janitor A.M. shill . Immediate openings 69 six days, 7: 30 lo 12 five days. Apply
Nafional Building Maintenance, SOOS N.
Hesperides Ave. 879-7076 3 p,m .

FOR a knowledgeable understanaing of the
.news, read the Weekly People. 4 mo. Sl.00.
Socialist Labor Party, 4530 9th St. N. St.
Petersburg, Fla. 33703

(

GARRAD SLB95 Changer pickering XV-15
cartridge 8 mo. old. Dust coveer incl. 5200
new, asking 5125. Call Lewis 971-7354.

Air Cond., PS,
'69 TORINO GT,
Automatic, low mileage. 1206 Windermere, 626-4775 ask for Jay.

HELP! Tutor needed for CBS 110 math. I'll
pay, call 971-1026.

IF you need any info on drugs, referrals,
activities or just wanllo rap. Call Helpllne
at 974-2555 or Women's Line 974-25S6 for
women's problems.

TASCAM audio boards. Electrovoice senlr
4'-Fender FC-10-Electro-voice mikessoundcrafts man equalizers. Studio 70
Stereo, 8441 N. Florida 933-1625.

of

1963 CHEVY, 2 OR, HOT, 6 cyl., AT, AC,
clean. Call 228-7841 ask for Corinne 9.5
$350.

SALESGIRLS, evenings and weekends.
Immediate full time and part time
openings. Swiss Colony Store, Floriland
Mall, Florida and Busch Blvd. Apply in
person.

Computer Dating" Tired of Spending
weekends alone? Be scientifically matched by interests. Write lo: Partner, P.O.
Box 17812, Tampa, Fla. 33612

~ ~ou~e

t

TV, RADIO, STEREO

II....

AKC black Labrador retriever pups. Shots
and wormed. $125. Call 971-2807 after 6:00
p.m. or contact Linda in UC craft shop.

COOKS and waitresses wanted. Over 21.
Temple Terrace, Florida Ave . and
Hillsborough Ave. Pizza Huts. Apply in
person .

'69 Bullaco loo cc Trail bike. Call 988-6190.

r

WHEN you hold my h•nd I feel I could rule
the world. Come on--Lel's conquer Sp•in.
Happy 21st birthday to one r•bbit with love
from another rabbit!

PERSONAL

GEMINI Apls. 2 bedroom, central air,
shag carpet, unfurnished, 117 mile W. USF,
5160 mo. Sorry, no pets. 13111 N. 23rd St.
971-1316.

THIS is your LEVI store. We have denim &
corduroys in regulars & BELLS. Also
boots, shirts & western hats . Only 10 min
from campus. Bermax Western Wear 870
Nebraska.

"EXTRA" cash (work today.pay today)
guaranteed work, work when you want as
long as you want . Seven days a week.
Apply ready to work. MANPOWER 1919
E. Busch Blvd., 416 W. Kennedy. Hrs. 6
a . m.-6 p. m .

MOTORCYCLES
& SCOOTERS

ONE bedroom apts., fully furnished, carpeted, A C--$140.00 mo. Terrace Apartments-Skipper Road. Call after 5: 30 p.m .971-4179.

sterling silver and gold. Ph: 884-8087.

Needed route people for vending services 2025 hrs . a week. Morning hours. Apply
Saga Food Services Andros 110-A .

WAITERS & WAITRESSES for Banq. &

'SHARE EXP. on 2 Bdrm apt., air cond.,
pool, avg. cost per person 565 mo., 1'12 mi.
from USF. Call Rick 988-3626 or come by
4111 E. Linebaugh, Apt. 403 Safari Apts.

JEWELRY imported from Central Am. at
low market test prices. Beautiful hand-

PART TIME 52.SO per hr. for part-time
landscaping-grounds asst. Afternoons, 2025 hrs. per wk. 3 miles from USF. Call
Mrs. Wolf at FLAND CORP. !Meadowood
Condominiums) 988-1171.

STU DENT wanted part time. No previous
experience needed . Call .<3arnett Sewing
Machine Co. 872·86S7.

NEW 2BR lux apts. Central a-H, WW
carpets, dishwasher, disposal, kids & pets
OK. Sl60-unf, $180-fur. Liberal .Lanclord
(student). Call Bess Carter Assoc. or
Angela Brantley Assoc. Ann Davis Reg. R.
E . Broker. 932-4308.

17 FT.
Daysaller Tornado. Like new,
completely equipped fiberglass flotation
tanks. 51050 Including trailer. Ph: 971-2339.

MIKE CAMPBELL, PHOTOGRAPHER:
CUSTOM outdoor and character study
portraits, weddings, commerclal.--Quality
with a personal touch. Ph. 233-3S61.

HELP WANTED

SUMMER Q-.r contract (ends Aug. 121: 5175.
Monthly contract (ends Sept. 14) :575 per
mo. Free utilities if apt. is full. La Mancha
Dos. 971-0100.

SINGER SEWING MACHINES
These machines have never been used and
are equipped to Zig Zag, make buttonholes, sew on buttons, monogram &
much more. Only $49.95 al : United
Freight Sales. 4712 N. Armenia. Mon. thru
Sat. 9-7.

TYPING,
Accurate,
Turabian,
Manuscripts, Theses, Term papers, and
others. Very close to USF. Call Lore Schmoll 971-2673.

_,) (

LA MANCHA DOS Is expanding. Next yr. we .
will have apts. for over 1100 students. Our
rates will remain the lowest around .. 567.
$85 per mo., if you sigfl up early. A few
plush lbrefficlencies will also be available
next yr, $135 per mo. We are localed one
block from campus on 42nd St. 971-0100.

Day Camp- W.S.I., male or female. 8 wks.
June 18- Aug. 10. Mon. thru Fri. 9 a.m.4:30 p.m . Jewish Community Cir . 2808
Horatio. Call 877-7644.

PROFESSIONAL T"f PIST--TU .R ABIAN,
USF, APA, etc. style manuals.
IBM
SELECTRIC with type changes & Greek
symbols. 5 min. from USF--971-6041after6

c
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JU-NIORS ! LOOK WHAT
YOU GET AT BIG 2.56
SAVINGS!

Every $6 Acrylic Knit Top $3.44

Short sleeve lcce-y looks ! Smacked
with scoop necks, puffs, more ! All
washable acrylk knits. You'll want
these pastels, now ! Juniors' S, M, L.

$9 White Seersucker Trousers $6.44

Hi-rising flares! Doing today's
_thing, in washable, woven knits.
Summer whites! Get several
Jrs. 5-13

THE WAY TO SHOP IN CENTURY 2
IS WITH YOUR CHARG-ALL CARD AT WARDS

9393 Floriland Mall Tampa
Busch Blvd . and Florida Ave. Phone 933-6411
Open Mon .-Sot. 10 o.m. to 9:30 p.m.
Sundays 12:30 p.m. to 5:30 p.m.

